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INTRODUCTION 
Vitrinite has traditionally k e n  considcrcd to  have a uniaxial 

negative reflectance indicatrix. The validity of common  reflectance 

random vitrinite  reflectmce) i s  based on this  assumption.  Howcver. 
measures  such as K,, n m  and R , ,  m (mean maximum and  mean 

an increasing  numbcr af biaxial  reflectance  indicatrixes arc being 
reported from coals of >arious ranks from around the world (Cook, 
et ul.,  1972: Stone and Cook. 1979; Hower and Davis. 1981; 
Levlnc and Davis. 19841. 

The objective of this preliminary study was to  examinc a variety 
of coals from the Peacc Kiver Coalfield to determine if any biaxial 
reflecting coals are present, and to dcvise a methodology ti) identify 
these coals from particle samples. 

As part of the study 1 3  oriented coxtl samples  wcrc collected  from 
various locations in the central and northern  portions of the 
coalfield. Sections par;tllel to the three mxjor clcat planes, face, 
butt. and bedding, wen: examincd  for each remplc. The  results of 

computer  programs werc developed to predict the results of  rcflec- 
these measurements arc: presented and discusscd. In  addition, two 

tance analysis of particle samples from biaxial  coals. Thc resulting 
theoretical analysis dala werc used to dcvisc B useful  graphical 
technique for  indicatrix  determination, 

BACKGROUND 
Traditionally, vitrinile has hcen considercd to  have a uniaxial 

negativc reflectance  figure. In such a figure three mutually perpen- 
dicular axes describe an oblate  spheroid with the  short c axis. R,, 
min, oriented narmal tc, bedding, and the two remaining long a and 
b axes. K, max, being equal in length and oriented in the planc of 
bedding(Fig. 19-1).Ifi~assumedthatd5therankofacoalincreascs 
the sheet-like aromatic nolecules within the coal grow in directions 
normal to the  !maximum rtrcss direction. Most commonly  max- 
imum stress would be due to  overburdm  loading,  thcrcfore the coal 
mulecules would prou, in a horizontal direclion (Stack. et d .  
1975). 'This proccss i s  n o t  well  undcrstond and  the physical change 
caused by  metamorphi5m may indeed be a !.tacking of the aromatic 
molecules (Muruhiaon, 197X). lrrespectivr: of the actual physical 
changes, i t  i s  well documented  that the maximum reflectance dircc- 
tion lics in all directions in thc  plane of bedding in areas wherc the 
maximum stress direction was vcrtical and nnrmal to bedding. 
Figure 19~1a illustrates this situation wherc a =  h>c.  Examination 
of this  indicatrin  from any direction will yield a unique  maximum 
reflectance value, R,, max. and a minimum retlectance value. R,, 
mi"', that VdfieS from the true minimum to thc true maximum.  Only 
in the  casc o f  sections normal to bedding itre true K,, max and R,, 
min values observed. Thc cnmmon coal rank  measure, R,, m a x .  i s  
hased on this relationsllip.  Any section thraugh the indicatrix will 
yield the  R,, m a x  valu~.  By taking the mean of the  R,, max  valucs 
from thc many sections,  the  true value i s  estimated. .She scattcrof R,, 
m d X  values being duc 10 random mcasurentcnt errors. 

With a biaxial  reflectance  indicatrix all thrcc  principle  retlcctance 
axes are of  different  lengths, b>a>c (Fig.  IY-lh). Only  xxtions 
which  contain the h axis wil l provide the true. R ,  m a x .  value. 

Random sections of a biaxial  Indicatrix wil l not produce a nclrnal 
distribution about  the  true maximum reflectance because there  are 
two reflectance axes of  diffcrcn: values being mcasured rather tkan 
the two axes of nnc reflectance \due as in the case of uniazial 
negative indicatrines. Biaxial r,:flcctance indicatrixes form wlh:re 

not  understood if post-coalificsticc stress i s  responsible or r!m~ 
stresses other than solely ovcrhlrdcn loading arc present. I t  i:; still 

coalification  deformation or bo:h. 

ORIENTED  COAL SAMPLES 
Oriented coal samples from the Gates and Gething Fornation> 

were obtained from a variety of strua:tural settings in the nortkrr  
half of the coalfield (Fig. 19~21. S,amples  were collected f -cm 

ofcoal blocks  approximatcly 20cent1metres on a side with adeqllatc 
natural  outcrops.  mine pit walls, and adit faces. Samples Con!;i;!ec 

markings so their  original  orientation  could be restored. Three 
roughly  perpendicular sections were ohtained, one parallel to e x t  

cold set epoxy in 3.X-ccntimetre  molds. and polished according, tc 
of the three cleat directions. These small samples were mounl:e: ir 

standard tcchniques. Sample examination was performed wi 11 : 
Leitz MPV3 reflecting  light microscope with 546 nrn wavcl,eugt 
light  in  oil  with a refractive  index  of 1.51X. 

values. and only if i t  occurrcd as continuous hands (vitrinite 4) 
Only structureless vitrinitc was tised to determine reflect; ~nce 

Traverses were medc across the sample and readings  taken on ixct 
vitrinite hand. The maximum and minimum  rcflectance v a l m  
along with their  orientations. wele rccr~der l .  Once i t  was cst ib 

ellipse. a more rapid measurement  tezhniquc  became justified. Tht 
lished that  the shape of the indicatrix on any section would ht: ar 

standard procedure i s  to monitor the reflectance  value as the s m p l e  
i s  rotated 360 degrees on the micmscope stage to dctcrmine tht 
maximum and minimum retlectance values.  The modification ~ 8 1 ,  

based on work by Ting (197x1, who described a procedure rcquirin), 
thrcc rcadings at a 45-degree  angular  separation to arrive . x  thr, 

this proccdure was employed, where five readings. each  45 degrcc!, 
maximum and minimum axis lengths of an cllipse. A vwiaticm 0' 

apart, were recorded. A computer program was written to gentratt' 
three determinations of K,, max ant1 H min from  thew  five read, ~ g , .  
as well as the orientation of the R,, nux reading  for each deterrnina 
lion. The  three determinations lrorn leach set-up provide a medrw; o 
evaluating the validity of the rt:adtnl!s. Between thrcc and ten !;et 
ups  were  made on each section depending upon the number o '  
vitrinite bands  present.  Results #of there  measurerncnts are prese l tetl 
in Table 19-1 

sing  oriented sections of coal. Other workers have had s.mila. 
Significant prohlems were arjticip;ltcd and encountered in ;wdy 

difficulties (l'ing, pers. comm.1 misome haveutilircdcompr~.)~r~isi: 
techniqucs  (Stone and Cook, 1079).  ,Several  reasons for thcse pmb- 
lcms  arc: 
(I) sections  may not he orientixl exactly as dcsired, which i ;  

particularly  important when dcaling with the bedding p l m :  
section; 

(2) differcnt  vitrinite bands may be encountered on diffr:r:nc,: 
sections; 
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Figure 19-2. Location map of oriented sample collection  sites 



VITRINITE REF1,ECTANCE VAI,l!ES OHTAINED FROM THREE MUTUALLY PERPENDICULAR  SECTIONS 
TAHLE 19-1 

CUI' 'THROUGH ORIENTED COAL SAMPLES 
___ 

Sample 
N". 

Peacc River 
DAM 

Burnt River 

HR-U 
Sukunka 
Bullmoose 

1 ~ 6 0  

AI 
n u l l  RJA 

M a x  Min 
Red 

I.S6 1:13 

I.XI I..% 
1.82 I:~I 
1.43 1.3s 

1.30 1.22 
I.IX 1 . 1 1  

A2 1.26 I.IX 
Hull 84B I.20 I . i I  
H I  
tl2 . . 

1.21 1 . 1 1  

Hull 84C 
1.25 1.21 
1.27 1.16 

Hull  X4E I .(I6 0.07 
E l  1.13 1.117 

Quintette 
Mesa L 
08202 
Q8203 
Q8204 
QSSOl 
S Q  I i1X 

I .47 I ..3(1 
1 . 4  1L15 
1.34 125  
1.58 l.:il 
I .SO I ..17 
1.48 l..iS 

Bi Max 

0 .  I3 I .4x 

0.25 I .h2 
0.12 I .72 
O.lI9 1.40 

0 .OX I .27 
0.07 I .27 
0.08 I .34 
0.09 1.21 
0 .  I I 1.21 
O . ( E  I .2s 
0 .  I I 
0.08 

I .27 
I .02 

O.06 1.12 

0.0x I .43 

0.09 
0. I 2  I .4S 

1.12 
0.07 
11.13 

I .55 
I .45 

0 .  I3  I .39 

Face 
Mi" Ri 

Butt 
Max Mi" 

1.13 0.35 1.54 I .ox 

1.24 0.3R 1.72 1.35 
1.38 0.34 1.83 1.42 
1.19 o m  1.39 1.19 

1 . 1 0  0.17 1.13 1 . 0 1  
Li15 0.22 1.25 1.10 
1.08 0.26 1.22 1.06 
1.10 0.25 1.2x 1.15 
1.07 0.13 I.2i1 1.01 

1.23 1.01 
1.20 1.08 

1.04 0.22 
1.10 0.18 
0.89 0.13 1.05 0.93 
0.92 0.20 1.15 0.97 

1.14 0.29 1.33 1 . 1 1  
1.20 0.24 1.44 1.17 

1.16 0.97 
1.29 0.26 1.51 1.22 
1.23 0.22  1.47 1.18 

O . Y ~  n.16 

1.15 0.24 1.43 1.25 

Ri 

0.46 

0.37 
0.38 
0.19 

0. IS 
0.14 
0. I6 
0.13 
0.19 

0.12 
0.11 
0.17 

0.22 

0.21 

0. I 9  
0.28 

0.29 
0.28 
0 .1x  

Furmation 

Lowcr GcthinE, 

Lowcr Gethinl, 
Lawcr GcthinE, 
Upper Gethlni, 

Gates 
Gates 
Gates 
Gates 
Gates 
Gates 
Gates 
Gates 
Gates 

Gatcs 
Gates 
Gates 

Gates 
Gates 

Gates 
- - 

(3) due to the  plastic rlature of coal. multiple  vitrinite  orientations 

(4) only one vitrinite band is encountered on the bedding  plane 
may  be present on a single section; 

section and its YB~LICS may not coincide with the  mean  values of 
the other  sections 

associated with the becding plane section, used four sections  cut 
Stone and Cook (1919). in an  effort to overcome  the  problems 

normal to bedding to calculate  a  bedding  plane  section of the 

often non-elliptical s h a l x s  which may be due to the technique. In 
indicating surface (CBI'SIS). The results of their procedure were 

this study, all actual hcdding plane sections had good clliptical 
rctlactance  distribution:;. 

Examination of the ;average biretlectanc: \,;due (difference be- 
tween R,? lnilx' and R,, rnin'l on each sectiort aids m interpreting thc 
shapc of the indicatrix. If the hcdding clcal section contained two 
equsl  rcilectanceaxeh, thc hiruflectancr wrruld hczcroorvery m a 1 1  
due to random errors. lndecd this value. with ;I fcu eXceptinnS. is 
much smal lc rm the bedinpscction thanun the f ~ c o r h u t t  scctionc 
(Table 19-1). This  suggcsts that the bedding section is quitc  close to 
the  orientation of the a-h plane in most vasts 

In  addition to obtaining the reflectance vducs from each section, 

determined. As notcd in 'Table 19.1. a11 samples had some bireflcc- 
the orientations of the maximum  apparent  reflectance axis were 

tance  on the bedding plane section. When the orientation of the 

pared t o  the cleat orientation, it was found lo fall between the  two 
maximum reilectance  direction  on the bedding  sectivn was com- 

cleat directions. In the k w  samples where  the lace and butt cleats 
were distinctly "on-perpendicular.  the maximum rrflcctancc dircc- 
tion bisected the acutc angle bctwccn the cll:at traces. 

bedding scctions oftwo Burnt River samples. BR-U and BR-60. are 
The orientation of the  maximum  reflectance vdues from the 

parallel, with an azimuth of about 135 degrees.  The maxiniun 
reflectance direction on the fac: cleats  trends  down  slightly I O  tht 
south, and the maximum reflectance  direction  on  the butt secticn i:, 

60 metres apart stratigraphically and about 400 metres apart I x e r  
parallel to bedding. These  samples  wrre collected from seams abm 

ally. The  presence of similarly  oriented  indicatrixes  which are no 
aligned parallel to bedding is a strong  argument for syn or post. 
tectonic coalification in this are>!. When the reflectance values DI' thc 
three sections of sample BR-U an: plotted on an isometric block 
(Fig. 19-3), they are  consistent with a  %axial  indicatrix (Fig. I%lb) 

from the sections normal to bedding.  one of two explanations rlus 
In samples with bedding plane blreflectances near those ohtalrw 

be assumed  given lhdf the section is in fact  oriented  parallel tc '  
bedding: 

Figure 19-3. Schematic represmtati<~n of the  reflectance  read ng!. 
obtained  from ~ .anp le  BR-U. 
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( I )  If the  bedding  section  maximum  reflectance is similar  to  the 
maximum  values  from  the  other  two  sections.  then  the  indica- 
trix is not  aligned  with  bedding ~ a  strong  argument for post- 
tectonic  coalification. 

(2) If the  maximum  reflectances  from  thc  face  and  butt  cleats  fall 
between  the  maximum  and  minimum  bcddine  reflcctance val- 
ues,  the  sample likely has a  biaxial  reflectance  indicatrix. 

A trend  of  undetermined  significance is present  betwecn  the 
Bullmoosc and  Quintette  samplcs.  The bedding  section  maximum 
from  the  Quintette  samples is  in all cases  largcrthan the  maximum 
values  obtained on the  other  two  sections. At Bullmoose  the  hed- 

I 
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ding  plane  maximum is,  with  two  minor  exceptions,  equal  to or less 
than  the  maximum  values  obtained from  the  face  and butt  cleat 
sections. 

Oriented  samples  provide  the  means  to  determine  the  orientation 
of reflectance  indicatrixes  but are fraught  with  problems  when 
trying to determine  the  absolute  values of the  indicatrix.  The  hetero- 
genous nature of coal  and  the  variability of vitrinite  reflectance 
d u e s  all lead  to  data  that  is  often  difficult to interpret.  Because of 
these  problems  and  the  additional  sample  collection  and  preparation 
requirements,  it  was  desirable  to develop  a method of determining if 
a sample  had  a  biaxial  reflectance  pattern  from  data  obtainable from 
the  standard  particle samples. 

... ... . .  . . . . . . .  . . . .  . .'. .' .e. . 
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Figure 19-4. Equal  ared  (Schmitt)  projection of generated  orientation  data. (a) I 251 evenly  distributed  orientations, (b) 500 random 
orientations,  (c) 1 0 0  random  orientations, (d) 50 random  orientations. 
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THEORETICAL  PARTICLE SAMPLE 
INVESTIGATION 

their  ability to discern tiaxial c u d s  from particle  samples,  test  data 
To investigate  various  statistical  and graphical  techniques for 

was required.  Particle  samples  consist of crushed  coal ( -  20 mesh) 
held  in a mounting m,:dium of epoxy or plastic. One surface is 
polished  and examined.  This  polished  surface intersects  many  coal 
particles,  each  with no predefined  orientation (random). Two com- 
puter  programs  were dc signed  to  simulate  the  results of this  type of 
analysis  on cwal with  different  reflectance  indicattixes. RANDATA 
generated various sized  populations of random  orientations.  These 

NININUN REFLECTRNCE 

OUT2 

1.7 
NINIUUM REFLECTANCE 

OUT2 

orientations  rcprescnted  the  random  orientations at which  the PO - 

the  reflectance  indicatrix.  Fourdiffo-ent sized  populations ari  11 s-- 
ished  surface of a mount wouM cut  individual coal grains  and  thus 

played  on  equal arca projections Jn  Figure 19-4. Hypothi1ic;J 
reflectance  indicatrixes  wcrc  simulhted in the  program BI-CO.4L 
This  program  accessed  the deaired lile of random  orientation:  and 
calculated  what  the  maximum and minimum  rcflectances  wou'd be 
on the  sections  corresponding t o  these  orientation  data. The reflei- 
lance  values  for  the  threc axes were  used to define  the  shape c f  the 

naturally  occurring  variance ir memmments .  
indicatrix.  and a standard  devktioo value was entered 10 accooll'f< r 

NAXINUM  REFLECTRNCE 

OUT2 

Figure 19-5. Uniaxialregative indicatrix reflectancedata.  a = 1.5%. b = 1 . 5%,  c = 1%. (a) theoreticalwith  novariance.  (b)thcoretical mitt 
0.05% standard  deviation  and 100 random  sections. 
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imum  reflectance  populations.  Histograms  produced by a variety of 
Histograms have traditionally  heen uscd to  examine  thc max- 

indicatrix shapes have some distinctive  non-gaussian  shapes hut if 
large  measurement  varianccs  are  present these shapec arc easily 
disguised.  Cumulative  frequency plats have often heen used to 
check for normality of reflectance  reading  populations. hut they 
were found t o  he  difficult to interpret for biaxial populations. The 
best interpretation tool Was a combination of two cross-plots  (Figs 

min') plotted on the abscissa. and the  maximum and minimum 
19-5  and 19-6). These twu plots havc thc hireflectance iR,, ma-R , ,  

reflectances  plotted on the two  ordinate axes. To insure clarity in this 
paper each  sample is represented by these  two  plots. In  practice the 
two  data  distributions  would he posted  on one cross-plot but with 
distinctive  symbols so they could he visually separated. 

line on each plot (Fig. 19-S). On the R ,  hi (hireflectancc) versus R,? 
Data from a uniaxial nefative population would form a straight 

min'  (minimum  retlectancc) plot. the linc would havc a neptive 
slope and run from the R,, tnax value and ~ e r o  hircilcotance to the R,, 
min value and a hireflectance equal ti) R,, man-R,, min.  The R,, hi 
versus R,, max'  (maximum  reilectance) plot has a wrtical linc with 
horizontal coordinate equal to  R,> max and a vertical distribution 
from  zero to the maximum  possihle  hireflectance (R,, max-R,, min). 
In natural populations thc data points would he normally  scattered 
about these two lines.  Figure  19-5h  shows  the cffcct 018 standard 
deviation of 0.05 per cent reflectance. 

Theoretical  hiaxial  populations  produce plots in  which data 

dircrctc lines (Fig. 19-6). Thc horizontal dimension 01 thc zones 
points fall within zones defined by parallelograms rather than on 

correspond to the  possible  range of Y ~ U C S  between the relevant 
reflectance axes. a-c  difference for the R,, hi  versus R,, min' plot and 
a-b  difference  for the R,? hi versus R, rnax' plot.  The vertical 
dimensions  con-cspond to the diffcrcnce hetwccn the previously 
mentioned axes.  The parallelogram  shaped  zones which describe 
the data  distribution in the  two  cross-plots  are  mutuall)  dependent 

boundary which represents the R,> in1 value. The diagonal cdgcs of 
with regard to their dimensions. The two LOIICS share a common 

the  zones must he at 45 degrees.  The area5 of the tu'o zones must he 
equal.  The upper  hounding  diagonal  lines of each plot share a 
common x-intercept  with the vertical non~common boundary ofthe 
other  plot.  Due to the  ellipsoidal  shape of the indicatrixes  and the 
fact that not all sections will contain a maximum  rcflecrance value. 
the  data have higher  prohahilitics ui  plotting in certain portinn5 of 
the parallelograms.  The  combination of these  two plots allows the 
values of the three  reflectance axes to he accurately determined.  The 
intermediate  axis value is  determined  first, then the maximum  and 
minimum values can he determined by utilizing two measurements. 
The absolute  values of R,> max and R,> min can he read off the 
horizontal  scales  and  cmas-checked by the fact that the horizontal 
widths of the two zones at any  bireflectancc value n u t  be equal. 

population is uniaxial  negative (the most common  form).  This plot 
Examination ofthe R,, bi versus R,, max' plot illustratcs  whether a 

would  show a vertically  oriented  hand of data paints normally 

a slope, it is indicative of either a uniaxial positive or biaxial 
distributedaboutacentralline(Fig. 19-Sh). Ifthehandofpointshas 

reflectance  indicatrix; both situations  are anomalous and tleserv~ 
additional  investigation. The R,, hi versus R,, maxi plot from a 
biaxial negative  indicatrix  could  he  confuscd  with a uniaxial ncga- 
five figure depending upon  the amount of random error and the R,, 
int-R, max difference. But the two should he distinguishable hy the 
form of the  data  distribution ahout a ccntral  vertical line. A uniaxial 
negative  population will he concentrated at the centre. whilc a 
biaxial positive  population will tend to he concentrated  along the 
vertical edges and across the top (Figs. 19-Sh and lY-6~).  

generated populations  plotted on Figures 19-5 and 19-6 are  given on 
Histograms of the maximum reflectance  values obtained from  the 

Figure  19-7. The  shapes of these  histograms  can he  distinctive as in  

the case of the hiaxial  neutral and biaxial negative data but when 
random error is included  many of the  subtleties of the histogram 
shapes  are  destroyed. The cross-plot  displays  are  affected to a much 
smaller extent (Fig. 19-8). 

PARTICLE SAMPLES 
Four particle samples  irom previous  stratigraphic  studies were 

were either bimodal or had broad peaks. which suggested the 
selected for re-examination on the basis that thelr histogranl  patterns 

presence of a biaxial reflectance  indlcatrix. A particle sample was 
also prepared for sample BR-U because  orientcd  section work had 
shown it to be a biaxial reflecting  coal. 

Fifty vitrinite  particles were examined for  each  sample with R,, 
man'  and R,, min' values being rccnrded. Histograms  and the 
two  cross-plots (R,?  hi versus R,, min' and R,,  bi vcrcus R,, max') 
were prepared  and  interpreted (Fiz. 19-9). 

Interpretation of the cmss~plots  for  sample BR-U duplicated the 
results previously  obtained by the oriented  section  techniquc. 'The 
sample is biaxial negative with a rcflcctance  indicatrix  having  the 
following dimensions: a = I .70 per cent, h = I .X9 per cent, c = 
1.35 per  cent.  The  h~stogram  from  this  sample is obviously 
himudal. 

Sample CX3-62 had a  well-defined,  bell-shaped  histogram pat- 
tern of R,? max' values hut the  cross-plots  show  distinctly that the 
sample is hiaxial positive (Fig. 19-9b).  Dctcrmined  reflectance  axes 
values for this sample  are: a = I .5 I per cent. b = I .70 per  cent. 
c = I .41 per cent. 

values which had a very wide peak (Fig. 19-9c). The R,, hi  versus R ,  
Sample C83-I 15 produced a histogram  distribution of R,> nux' 

max'  cross-plot had a distribution  pattern  best  described by a 
positwcly  sloping  zone  and was thus nut uniaxial ncgative. A small 
nraximum biretlectancc af 0.2 per cent mads interpretation of this 
sample  difficult.  The R,, bi versus R, min' plot could  be  interpreted 
as scatte~ ahout a vertical  line at I .35 per cent R, min'.  This would 
mean a uniaxial  positive  indicatrix with dimensions: a = I .  17 per 
cent, b = I .37 per cent, c = 1.17 per cent.  The author  prefers the 
hiaxial positive  interpretation with indicatrix dimensions of a = 
1.25 per cent. h = I .35 per  cent, c = I .  16 per cent. 

Sample C83-183 has a broad  poorly  peaked  histogram  shape 
(Fig. 19-9). The  crowplots suggest a biaxial  negative reflectance 

cent, c = 1.40 per cent. 
indicatrix  with  axis  dimension of a = 1.68 per cent. h = I .90 per 

Sample CX3-271 had a wll-peaked. hell-shaped K,> max' dis- 
tribution (Fig. 19-9e). The cross-plots  show  the sample to he biaxial 
negative  with  reflectance  axes dimensions of a = I .32 per cent. 
h = I .42 per  cent.  c = I .20 per cent. 

All five  particle samples examined were prepared  from  single 
piece grab  samples UT chip  samples representative of thin seams. 
The  four  samples with identifier  prefixes of C83- were from 
borehole core  samples.  This method  may  produce  difficult to inter- 
pret results i f  uscd with samples reprcsenting  large  scams due  to 
potential reflectance variance betucen vifrain hands through the 
seam  which  could  cause a scatter of rcadings  greater  than the inter- 
axis values. 

CONCLUSIONS 

low-volatile bituminous coals with  biaxial reflectance indicatrixes 
This  preliminary  study documents the existence of medium and 

in the Peace River Coalfield. A technique was developed  to accu- 
rately determine  the  character and dimension of reflectance  indica- 
trixes from  standard  particle samples. 

Significant  problems were realized  in trying  to calculate  indica- 
trix dimensions from oriented sections but the oriented  section 
method does  provide  excellent  information  regarding  the  orienta- 
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tion of the  indicatrix.  A  combination of the  two  methods  used  here 
provides an excellent  description of the  reflectance  indicatrix 
characteristics.  The  coal  particle  examination  technique  described 
here provides a rapid  i.nd  accurate  technique  for  identifying  and 
quantifying  the  reflectance  character of hiaxial coals. 

Future work will  concentrate on documenting  the  hiaxial  reflecl- 

histories of coal  deposirs. 
ing coals and their  use in interpreting  the  structural  and  thermal 
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Figure 19-6. Cross-plot displays of three reflectance  indicatrixes  generated with randomly  oriented data populations of 500 points. 
( a ) a = l . 5 , b = 2 , ~ = 1 , b i a x i a l , s t a n d a r d d e v i a t i o n = 0 ;  ( b ) a = l . Z 5 , b : = 2 , c =  I,biaxial(+).standarddeviation=O ( c ) a = 1 . 7 5 ,  
b = 2, c = I ,  biaxial ( -  ), standard deviation = 0. 
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c =: I .  biaxial (+), standard  deviation = 0. 500 points; (c) a = 1.75, b = 2, c = 1, biaxial ( -  ), standard deviation = 0,  500 points; 
Figure19-7. Hist3gramsofgcnerateddata. ( a ) a  = 1.5.b = 2 , c  = 1,bidxial.standarddeviation = 0,500points;  (b)a= 1.25.b : 2, 

(d) a = 1.5, b = 1.5, c = I .  unaxial ("I, standard deviation = 0.05%, 1 0 0  points. 
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Figure 19-8. Histograms and cross-plots for  biaxial  reflectance distribution (a = I .5, b = 1 . X ,  c = 1.25). One  with no variance (a) 
and  the  other  with 0.05% standard  deviation (b). 
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Figure 19-54. Histograms and cross-plots of particle samples. (a) BR-U, (b) C83-62, (c) C8:I-1 15, (d) c83-183, (e) c83-:!:'1. 
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